Recruitment of the ventral and dorsal streams in statistical graph comprehension: An fMRI study
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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Although many previous studies have focused on statistical graph comprehension in cognitive psychology, there is no consensus among them.
OBJECTIVE: Brain neuroimaging studies on the statistical graph comprehension are useful to account for the cognitive mechanism of interpreting statistical graphic information.
METHODS: The present study used two experimental conditions, a statistical graph (SG) and a statistical graph with text (SGT), and one control condition, a text (ST), where the ST task was a verbal description of the information from the SG, and when the SGT is a mixed graph + textual description. We used fMRI to investigate the brain activity of 36 normal subjects while they passively viewed the statistical information presented in visual forms as SG, ST or SGT.
RESULTS: The results showed that compared with the control tasks, both SG and SGT consistently activated ventral and dorsal streams and that compared with SGT, SG significantly activated the ventral stream but not the dorsal stream.
CONCLUSIONS: These results suggest that the portions of the ventral and dorsal streams related to object recognition are commonly involved in statistical graph comprehension. These findings provide neuroimaging evidence for the cognitive processing of statistical graphs.
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1. Introduction

Statistical graphs are widely used to represent quantitative data in science, education, and business, which are an important part of statistical data analysis. Such graphs are considered a vital information carrier because they facilitate easy remembering and comprehension. In general, statistical graphs (e.g., bar or line graphs) consist of basic elements such as the framework, labels, and specifiers \[12\]. The framework is divided into two parts: an external framework (X, Y coordinates) and an internal framework.
In cognitive psychology, some studies have mainly concentrated on perceptual aspects in statistical graph comprehension, such as reading off a y-value from a bar or line graph; or extracting a trend from a line graph [3]. More recent studies have begun to argue that graph comprehension, in reality, is hierarchical; first is a reading of the explicitly represented data; and then interpreting information, which involves spatial processing, such as maintaining the location information of each entity (e.g., the relative location of each bar), or spatial transformation for comparison among entities (e.g., the mental operation during transforming a bar from one location into another) [4,5]. A more difficult question is integration, where multiple data points need to be extracted and integrated by some mental operations because the information is not explicitly represented in the graph. Therefore, Trickett and Trafton [6] have proposed that spatial processing is involved in a range of graph tasks (even only reading a y-value of a bar or comparing between two adjacent bars), regardless of the complexity of the graphs. Taken together, the perceptual theory of graph comprehension and the hierarchical theory use cognitive behavior to explain graph comprehension tasks; however, no consensuses exist. This present study, using a neuroimaging perspective, may provide some evidence for this issue.

In object recognition, there are two segregated pathways in the human brain: a ventral stream and a dorsal stream. The ventral stream runs from the occipital lobe to the inferotemporal cortex, and the dorsal stream runs from the occipital lobe to the posterior parietal lobe. A large number of studies have shown that the ventral stream is needed to identify the characteristics of objects (such as color, shape, and size), whereas the dorsal stream is recruited more for the processing object spatial properties [7,8]. Lesion studies suggest that damage to the ventral stream leads to impairment in object recognition, and lesions to the dorsal stream lead to impairment in spatial processing [7,9]. Specifically, lesions in the occipitotemporal region of visual cortex often lead to object recognition impairments [8].

According to statistical graphs characteristics, it is reasonable to suppose that statistical graph comprehension would activate the ventral and dorsal streams, which are involved in object recognition. In statistical graphs, spatial characteristics are used to represent the quantitative relationships of various objects [1] because statistical graphs are based on the location relationship to describe the associations between an object’s name and value as well as the order relationship between objects. Thus, during statistical graph comprehension, subjects often need to identify the elements, such as the entities (e.g., Bar or Line) and labels. This cognitive processing is similar to object recognition [7,8], which may require the involvement of the ventral stream. Additionally, statistical graph comprehension also involves spatial processing, such as identifying the locations of the entities or labels, and their spatial relationships [4, which are likely derived from objects’ spatial-location recognition or spatial analysis, and may require the involvement of the dorsal stream.

To investigate this issue, the present study used two experimental conditions, a statistical graph (SG) and a statistical graph with text (SGT), and one control condition, a text (ST), where the ST task was a verbal description of the information in the SG, and the SGT was a mixed graph + textual description. In our study, SGT tasks were used to distinguish between the brain regions involved in perceptual processing and those tasks involved in spatial processing during statistical graph comprehension. Previous studies showed that during verification of text-graphical tasks, subjects read the text before viewing the graphics [10]. Thus, SGT comprehension is text-oriented [11]. The SGT text in our study is mainly a verbal description of the items on the graphs, which do not involve information analysis (e.g., predicting a trend). Therefore, SGT text only affects the perceptual operation for extracting information but has
little effect on spatial analysis. Although both SG and SGT involve perceptual processing while subjects are extracting information, these two cognitive processes are different. For SG, the process of extracting information is based mainly on visual features (e.g., entities [Bar or Line], coordinates and labels); for SGT, subjects first obtain the data from the text and then verify the data on the graphs. Thus, during SG comprehension, the brain regions related to graphical perceptual processing respond and should be stronger compared with SGT, perhaps reaching statistical significance. In contrast, SG and SGT should not produce significant response differences in the brain regions related to spatial-location recognition or spatial analysis.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Thirty-six subjects (18 women and 18 men, mean age 22.5, SD = 1.7) were recruited from the Beijing University of Technology. All were right handed and had normal hearing and normal (corrected) vision. The study was approved by the institutional Review Board of the Beijing University of Technology, and also by the Ethical Committee of Xuanwu Hospital of the Capital Medical University.

2.2. Experimental stimuli and design

The experiment included two experimental conditions: a statistical graph (SG) and a statistical graph with text (SGT), and one control condition: a text (ST), in which the ST task is a verbal description of the information from the SG, and the SGT is a mixed graph + textual description. Each condition included 20 stimuli. The 60 stimuli were divided into three groups on average. The order of these tasks was pseudo randomized in each group. Each stimulus was presented for a period of 16 s. The paradigm of stimuli presentation in a session was shown in Fig. 1.

2.3. fMRI data acquisition

Scans were acquired on a 3-Tesla scanner (Trio system) using spiral acquisition with a standard head coil. T1-weighted scans (30 slices, inter-slice interval = 0.8 mm, slice thickness = 4 mm, TR = 130 ms, TE = 2.89 ms, FA = 70°, FOV = 240 × 240, Voxel = 0.8 × 0.8 × 4 mm³, the matrix size = 320 × 320) were acquired and averaged to provide high-resolution images on which to identify anatomical landmarks. Functional scans (30 slices, inter-slice interval = 0.8 mm, slice thickness = 4 mm, TR = 2000 ms, TE = 31 ms, FA = 90°, FOV = 240 × 240, Voxel = 4 × 4 × 4 mm³, the matrix size = 64 × 64).
Fig. 2. Whole-brain statistical activation maps directly comparing between the tasks: (a) SG vs. ST, the contrast showed significant activation in the ventral and dorsal streams; (b) SGT vs. ST, the contrast showed significant activation in the ventral and dorsal streams; (c) SG vs. SGT, the contrast showed that only the ventral stream was more significant activated. (d) SGT vs. SG, the contrast showed only the striate cortex/prestriate cortex (BA17/18), no activation in dorsal stream. All of the Statistical Parametric Mapping t of the contrasts was thresholded at (a), (b) \(p < 0.05\), corrected, cluster size \(\leq 400\) mm\(^3\); (c), (d) \(p < 0.001\), uncorrected, cluster size \(\leq 400\) mm\(^3\).

2.4. Preprocessing and fMRI data analysis

Data were statistically analyzed by using SPM8. Images were slice-time corrected, realigned, coregistered, normalized, and smoothed according to standard pre-processing methods. The data underwent high-pass filtering to consider low-frequency drift, with a cut-off value of 128. An auto-regression AR (1) was used to exclude the variance explained by the previous scan. The least squares parameter estimates of the height of the best fitting synthetic hemodynamic response function (hrf) were used in the first level statistical analysis (single subject) for each condition in pairwise contrasts. A random effect model was used in the second level statistical analysis (group analysis). The images were then tested against the null hypothesis. In the group-level, one-sample t-tests were implemented for each voxel of the contrast images. In this study, a region was considered significant if exceeds an alpha threshold of \(p < 0.05\), corrected) and \(p < 0.001\), uncorrected). Regions of activation originally obtained in MNI coordinates were converted into Talairach coordinates.

3. fMRI results

3.1. SG vs. ST

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the SG compared with the control tasks (ST) more significantly activated the ventral and dorsal streams, in which the ventral stream had a 26224 mm\(^3\) cluster size including the
For each subject, separate ROI analysis was conducted within dorsal stream and ventral stream regions of left and right (here shown averaged across subjects). (a) left dorsal stream, (b) right dorsal stream, (c) left ventral stream, (d) right ventral stream; SG: statistical graph; ST: text; SGT: statistical graph with text.

The blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal changes in peak voxel in the dorsal stream and ventral stream of left and right are shown in Fig. 3. We defined two functional ROIs of the peak voxels in dorsal stream and ventral stream regions using the Marsbar software (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/) and extracted the mean time-course across activated voxels in each ROI for each participant. Percent signal change was calculated individually for each subject using that subject’s fixation activation as baseline and then averaging across subjects. From the results of BOLD signal changes, the activated intensity and voxels of SG were higher than those of ST and SGT in the dorsal and ventral streams of left and right.

3.2. SGT vs. ST

Similarly, as shown in Fig. 2(b), the SGT compared with the control tasks (ST) also more significantly activated the ventral and dorsal streams, in which the ventral stream had a 19480 mm³ cluster size including the bilateral lingual gyrus (BA18, Talairach (TAL): −8/−74/2, $t = 10.65$; $8/−74/2, t = 9.68$; $8/−72/7, t = 10.03$), fusiform gyrus (BA19, TAL: −32/−45/−8, $t = 8.92$; $26/−63/−7, t = 13.02$), posterior parahippocampal gyrus (BA19/37, TAL: −32/−43/−8, $t = 20.10$; $30/−55/−9, t = 13.34$), and middle temporal gyrus (BA19, TAL: −40/−83/19, $t = 8.95$; $42/−81/19, t = 6.80$); the dorsal stream had a 8456 mm³ cluster size including the bilateral superior occipital gyrus (BA19, TAL: −32/−82/24, $t = 9.55$; $34/−78/30, t = 7.40$), left precuneus (BA7, TAL: −14/−68/44, $t = 7.74$), and right superior parietal lobule extending to the precuneus (BA7, TAL: 28/−66/46, $t = 6.98$).

The blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal changes in peak voxel in the dorsal stream and ventral stream of left and right are shown in Fig. 3. We defined two functional ROIs of the peak voxels in dorsal stream and ventral stream regions using the Marsbar software (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/) and extracted the mean time-course across activated voxels in each ROI for each participant. Percent signal change was calculated individually for each subject using that subject’s fixation activation as baseline and then averaging across subjects. From the results of BOLD signal changes, the activated intensity and voxels of SG were higher than those of ST and SGT in the dorsal and ventral streams of left and right.

3.2. SGT vs. ST

Similarly, as shown in Fig. 2(b), the SGT compared with the control tasks (ST) also more significantly activated the ventral and dorsal streams, in which the ventral stream had a 19480 mm³ cluster size including the bilateral lingual gyrus (BA18/19, Talairach (TAL): −8/−74/2, $t = 10.65$; $8/−74/2, t = 9.68$; $8/−72/7, t = 10.03$), fusiform gyrus (BA19, Talairach (TAL): −32/−45/−8, $t = 8.92$; $26/−63/−7, t = 13.02$),
and posterior parahippocampal gyrus (BA19, TAL: −20/−45/−4, t = 8.28; 30/−47/−6, t = 10.49); the dorsal stream had a 5344 mm$^3$ cluster size including the bilateral superior occipital gyrus (BA19, TAL: −36/−81/17, t = 6.87; 34/−80/30, t = 7.21), and right precuneus extending to the right superior parietal lobule (BA7, TAL: 20/−66/47, t = 7.29). The results suggest that both ventral and dorsal streams are commonly involved in cognitive processing of statistical graphs, even though a verbal description is added to a statistical graph.

3.3. SG vs. SGT

To further verify the differences between the SG and SGT, we did the SG compared with the SGT. For the thresholded at $p < 0.05$ (corrected), we didn’t find any brain activation; for the thresholded at $p < 0.001$ (uncorrected), the results showed that only the ventral stream had a 7216 mm$^3$ cluster size including the bilateral lingual gyrus (BA18, TAL: −18/−72/−1, t = 6.65; −6/−76/2, t = 5.51; 8/−74/6, t = 4.60), fusiform gyrus (BA20, TAL: −32/−41/−13, t = 4.64; 38/−38/−18, t = 4.34) and posterior parahippocampal gyrus (BA19, TAL: 34/−28/−19, t = 4.39) was more significantly activated, but no dorsal stream (Fig. 2(c)).

In contrast, we also compared SGT with SG in the same condition ($p < 0.001$, uncorrected), and found only the striate/presstriate cortex (BA17/18) in the occipital lobe were activated, but no dorsal stream, as shown in Fig. 2(d). The results indicate that there are significant differences in ventral stream between SG and SGT, whereas there is no significant difference in dorsal stream. In our study, the text of SGT is mainly the basic description of the items of graphs, which doesn’t involve the information analysis (e.g., the prediction of a trend). That is, the text of SGT is more important for extracting the statistical information than for the integration of the information. Thus, the activations in SG vs. SGT should be more involved in the aspects of the perceptual processing relevant the data extraction, which is also consistent with the basic functions of the ventral stream. In contrast, we can conclude that the dorsal stream which was not activated in SG vs. SGT should be more involved in information analysis, which is also according with the basic function of the dorsal stream that is related to the objects’ location recognition and spatial analysis.

4. Discussion

Many previous studies have implicated that the fusiform gyrus is more involved in object identification and recognition. For example, Jernigan et al. investigated the effects of degrading letter integrity and found increased activity in the fusiform gyrus for both identifying and recognizing degraded words [12]. Moreover, Bar et al. studied the cortical mechanisms associated with object recognition using fMRI and found that fusiform gyrus activation gradually increased with subjective ratings of successful recognition [13].

Attention to global shapes generated stronger activation over the medial occipital cortex relative to local attention [14], and the lingual gyrus was more involved in spatial attention [15]. Previous studies indicated that the lingual gyrus is strongly activated in the integration of local information. For example, some studies investigated the processing of the global and local hierarchically organized and found that the lingual gyri were strongly activated during the integration of local and global aspects [16,17]. Similarly, Jin et al. indicated that associative processing with predictive inference increased lingual gyrus activation [18]. Therefore, during statistical graph comprehension, subjects first read the values of various items, involving the integration of various elements (e.g., x-axis labels, the height of a correspond-
ing bar (bar-graphs), the location of data points (line-graphs), or the corresponding y-values) to form a meaningful graph. This processing requires spatial attention and integration of local information, which recruits the lingual gyrus.

The parahippocampal gyrus (PHG) has been traditionally implicated in episodic memory. More recent studies suggest that this region responds more to associative processing, such as object-location associations [19] and contextual associations [20]. Furthermore, studies focusing on binding information showed that during binding information with associations compared with non-binding information, the PHG was more activated [21]. The posterior portion of the PHG is more involved in spatial contexts, whereas the anterior PHG is more involved in nonspatial contexts [22]. In our study, statistical graph comprehension not only requires element recognition, but also needs associations between the object and its specific location. Different from text, the process of extracting information from statistical graphs mainly depends on the spatial-location associations, which involve the processing associated with spatial contexts and episodic memory. Thus, the posterior PHG is more involved in statistical graph comprehension.

Not only the ventral stream was more significantly activated in (SG vs. ST) and (SGT vs. ST), but the dorsal stream including the superior occipital gyrus, precuneus and superior parietal lobule was also activated. It is widely accepted that the dorsal stream is involved in spatial processing. Previous studies have indicated that the superior parietal gyrus is involved in object-location encoding [23] and visual spatial processing [24]. Consistent with these findings, the lesions study also suggested that damage to the region caused visuo-spatial deficits [25]. Moreover, it has been reported that the precuneus, superior parietal lobule and adjacent visual cortical regions (superior occipital gyrus) have functional connectivity [26], and these regions are more involved in spatial information processing. Feeney et al. have proposed that statistical graph comprehension requires relative reasoning [4]. Thus, the precuneus, superior parietal lobule and superior occipital gyrus are mainly involved in the spatial-location related processing during statistical graph comprehension, such as identifying the locations of the elements (e.g., Bar or Line), and their spatial relationships analysis. In addition, the information integration requires the involvement of spatial processing, such as constructing a mental representation, mental rotation of objects, comparing between two adjacent or non-adjacent Bars, as well as processing the relationships between items (including recognizing the maximum and minimum, and sorting the various items).

We also compared SG with SGT, and found that only the ventral stream including the lingual gyrus, fusiform gyrus, and posterior parahippocampal gyrus were activated, but no dorsal stream, which suggest that there are significant differences in ventral stream between SG and SGT, whereas there is no significant difference in dorsal stream. In our study, SGT text is mainly the verbal description of the items of SG, and the SGT comprehension is text-oriented [10][11][27], thus, subjects tend to extract the information from the text first, and then generate graphical perception operation, which lead to the decreased activity in the ventral stream that related to the items recognition and associative memory. Both SG and SGT are the same in the information analysis and integration because SGT text doesn’t involve the description of information analysis. Therefore, in both SG and SGT, the comprehension or information integration requires the strong involvement of the dorsal stream that is related to the identifying locations of the items, and their spatial relationships analysis. It may be the reason that there is no significant difference in dorsal stream during SG compared with SGT.
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